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Based in Calgary, AB, Canada, Unique Access Technology (Unitech Inc.) is a security solutions provider 

and a security hardware distributor. We craft opening solutions to meet the specific needs of a client’s 
physical space. Our budget-friendly setups are designed based on extensive industry experience, 

and are built with hardware from a variety of manufacturers to ensure an optimal final product. 

We have built our reputation on distributing top-of-the-line systems built from technologically advanced 

products, including the world’s best key management software. Our services include, but are not limited to:

-  Asset Management and Asset Protection

-  Access Control

-  Correctional Hardware

Most importantly, we stand by our solutions and our products. Every installation quote includes pro-

visions for customer education and training to manufactuer’s stadards, as well as for service over the 
lifetime of the product. 

Established in 2012, we bring over 15 years of combined industry experience to the 

table to provide a deep expertise that covers the full range of our products and services. Our 

employees are highly trained to be up-to-date with the latest technology, and are fully 

certified in all of the products and services that we offer. We supply and service newly built, 
existing, and expanding commercial buildings and businesses. Our wide range of clientele includes:

-  Correctional facilities

-  Cities

-  Hospitals

-  Law enforcement

-  Trucking and transportation
-  School boards

We currently operate in Alberta, British Columbia, Saskatchewan, and the Greater 
Toronto area. We are looking to expand to the rest of Canada in the near future. Here at 
Unitech, we pride ourselves in keeping up with the latest technology while providing the 
most efficient and cost-effective security solutions. Last, but certainly not least, at Unitech 
we believe in providing the best possible customer service to every customer we work with. 
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Asset Management
Protecting valuable assets such as keys, handcuffs, narcotics, OC sprays, cards, 
guns, and many others is one of our primary areas of specialization. The needs 

of every client are different when it comes to securing their most important 

assets and there are a variety of storage and management options. This 

means that Unitech is able to offer practically limitless customization options. 

Our wide array of asset management and protection solutions can 

secure almost anything. Access can be restricted to a select few, or can be 

facility-wide. Some of our many products include electronic cabinets, tamper-

proof key rings, electronic lockers, and key and facility management software. 
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Electronic Cabinets
We offer several styles of electronically controlled cabinets to store, audit, and manage your keys 
and assets. You can personalize these devices to secure a wide variety of sensitive items. The two 

most widely utilized methods for storing keys are through direct entrapment and/or Tamperproof 
Key Rings®. Access to assets is assigned to one or more users based on configuration through 
GFMS software. PIN access is the standard, however, a host of other access options are available. 
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Direct Entrapment

The Security Asset Manager (SAM (TM)) utilizes a variety of methods to secure your 

assets. To achieve the greatest level of security for highly-sensitive keys, we offer direct 
entrapment in dedicated key positions. Your master keys are locked in place concealing 
their profile and providing absolute protection from tampering. 

Custom Cylinder Mounting

We provide flexible engineering options to house your locks, regardless of shape or size.

 

Tamper Proof Key Rings

Achieve greater flexibility within your SAM (TM) by allowing multiple keys to be secured 
using a single key position. Our key rings are serialized and made from durable stainless 
steel. Tamper-Proof Key Rings® may also be used with or non-electronic products. 

Door Options

You can choose the type of door that works best for your setup. Lexan doors provide a 
fast and easy visual audit of assets, while extend doors increase your cabinet’s capacity 
to accommodate large assets. 
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Tamperproof Key Rings
Our patented Tamper-Proof Key Ring® technology provides you with the ultimate in strength and 

durability. These high-security stainless steel rings cannot be opened without detection, thus preventing 

asset removal or substitution. On their own they serve as a high-strength keyring. They can also be used 
in conjunction with our electronic key safe as an added layer of protection for your most valuable assets. 

As a one-time use security device, our rings verify that items taken from a safe match the items that are 
returned. Tamper-Proof Key Rings® come in five different sizes and can be either solid or flexible. They 
are used to secure a wide range of assets from keys and utility knives, to medical equipment and cash tills. 
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Unique ID 

No two key rings are alike. Instead, our key rings are uniquely identified by a permanent 
serial number. Each ring is engraved prior to distribution to allow for detection in the event 

that it is tampered with or replaced. 

Smooth Seal

Our crimping tool closes both solid and flexible rings with a smooth seal. This allows for a 
360 degree use of each ring without the hindrance of a raised seal. 

Colour Coded Control

We have five different colour coding tag options available. These tag clips slip easily 
over the rings and provide unique identification and key separation. Colours include red, 
orange, yellow, green, and blue, and are also available in an assorted pack (orders come 
in packages of 50 clips). 

Effortlessly Tamperproof

Our specialized tools, which are designed for closing, crimping, and cutting, eliminate 

the need for welding and other awkward closure methods. Proper tool management also 
provides an added level of security in controlling who is allowed to alter assets contained 

on a ring. 
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Electronic Lockers
Electronically controlled lockers may be modified in a number of ways to accommodate the needs 
of your facility. Firearms, medical equipment, shop tools, and many more, are perfect candidates 
for storage in our lockers. Our locker solutions are in place around the world, controlling access 
to a range of assets that come in various shapes and sizes. Locker access is controlled by GFMS 
(TM)  Software, allowing these cabinets to integrate with our wide family of SAM (TM) products. 
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Charge Electronic Devices While Stored 

Lockers can provide access to your network and power source so that you can charge 
your electronics while they are in storage. These units come in a variety of shapes and 

sizes allowing for either wall-mount or freestanding installation. 

Purchase Individually or Combine with SAM(TM)

Locker arrangements can be designed as standalone units or they can be set up to 
work in conjunction with a Security Asset Manager(TM).

SAM(TM) SRP

Designed for hook storage, this type of locker may be outfitted with an inner leaf to 
double its capacity. Models exceeding 450 hooks are available. 

SAM(TM) Vel-Key®

SAM(TM) Vel-Key® lockers are designed to accommodate our Vel-Key® tags. 
Available models can house up to 528 Vel-Key® tags.
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Electronic Cabinet Dimensions

       96 Keys

   Width: 28” 54 External Cards
   Height: 36” 56 Internal Cards
   Depth: 6” 482 SRP Hooks
   130 lbs. 48 Multi-Chit Keys

       64 Keys

   Width: 28” 36 External Cards
   Height: 28” 35 Internal Cards
   Depth: 6” 306 SRP Hooks
   95 lbs. 32 Multi-Chit Keys

       32 Keys

   Width: 18” 20 External Cards
   Height: 27” 20 Internal Cards
   Depth: 6” 166 SRP Hooks
   65 lbs. 20 Multi-Chit Keys

       16 Keys

   Width: 18” 10 External Cards
   Height: 18” 12 Internal Cards
   Depth: 6” 94 SRP Hooks
   45 lbs. 10 Multi-Chit Keys
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Key and Facility Management

Take control of your keys, systems, buildings, and other assets with our state-of-the-art software. 
Unitech is a direct distributor of SimpleK products. SimpleK offers a large portfolio of modules, 

tools, functions, and features to overcome the challenging tasks of key and facility management. A 
scalable and flexible solution, SimpleK can scale from a single user to thousands. It is compatible with 
Windows and web-based environments, and can be modified to service small and large-scale facilities.





Access Control
Controlling access to offices and other facilities is vital to security. Unitech 
offers several means of securing access to your facility at a price that will 

allow small businesses to enjoy the same level of protection as their larger 

counterparts. Our options include point of entry security such as identification 
cards, PIN access, intelligent keys, and biometrics.

Innovative advancements put total control of your facility’s access in your 
hands. Options include email and text message alerts, remote site access that 

can work with your existing security setup, reports, and auto-trail. Products 
that we supply include: mechanical locking systems, electronic locking sys-
tems, credential access systems, and remote access services. 
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Electronic Locking Systems
Electronic SFIC cylinders are an ideal, cost-effective retrofit solution to add loss and liability 
management to existing hardware. Designed for interior and exterior use with an operating 

temperature range of -40F to 140F, the cylinder requires no wiring to the door 
and is powered by the Medeco XT rechargeable key (sold separately).
Flexible authorization, auditing of use, and quick retrofit to existing 
hardware are all available in one convenient package. 

Remote Access Services
Stay in control of your facilities and assets even when you can’t be physically present. You can 
connect remotely using your PC, smartphone, or tablet. Once you have logged in and established 
a secure connection, remote access allows you to perform tasks such as updating your system 
configuration, unlock doors, and more. 



Mechanical Locking Systems
Small Format Interchangeable Cores (SFIC) prove utility-patented key control for applications that 
do not require a UL listed cylinder. Designed to allow the user to instantly remove and replace 

cores through the use of a control key, SFIC cores provide the ultimate in convenience and security.
SFIC is well suited for facilities with a high employee turnover rate, such as fast food restaurants, 
convenience stores, and other, similar businesses. SFIC is also suitable for apartments, office 
buildings, schools, and hospitals where strict control over key duplication is required. 

Credential Access

Secure your important facilities with credentialed access. There are many options to choose from 

that will fit your budget and your needs, including individual PINs, proximity card swipes, biomet-
rics (handprint, fingerprint, etc.), and more. Best of all, successful and failed access attempts are 
logged for auditing purposes and notification alerts can be configured. 





Correctional Hardware
Unitech is a direct distributor of correctional hardware, including sliding de-

vices and door hardware designed to meet the demanding requirements 

of correctional facilities. We supply mechanical, electro-mechanical, and 

pneumatic devices, as well as a variety of detention hardware options. 

Our advanced security hardware is installed by highly-trained employees 

who are fully certified in all of the hardware products that Unitech offers. 
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Mechanical
Mechanical hardware products are quality-built to meet the demanding needs of the 

correctional marketplace. 

Deadbolt 5010/5016

The Airteq 5010 is a medium security deadbolt for use on access panels, control cabinets, 

plumbing chases and other small swinging doors where the security of a deadbolt is required. 

Deadlatch 5030/5036

The Airteq 5030 is a high security deadlatch for use on cell, corridor, dayroom, and other slid-

ing doors where slam-locking and the security of an automatic deadlatch are required. 

Deadlock 5060K/5066K

The Airteq Deadlock 5060K is a high security latch with key operated deadlock for use on cell, 
corridor, dayroom, and other large doors where the convenience of a latch with knob opera-

tion is preferred and the ability to deadlock is required. 

Deadlatch 5070/5076

The Airteq Deadlatch 5070 is a high security deadlatch for use on cell, corridor, and other 

high use swinging doors. 

Deadbolt 5080/5086

The Airteq 5080 is a high security deadbolt for use on cell, corridor, dayroom, and other large 

swinging doors where the security of a deadbolt is required. 

Institutional Mortise Lock 90000/92000

The Ariteq 90000 and 92000 series are mechanical institutional mortise lock sets designed for 
minimum and medium security applications where lever or knob operation is required. 

Motorlock 9924

The Motorlock 9924 provides for electric or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can 
be operated from a remote location or by key at the door. The lock utilizes a 24VDC motor. 
For additional security, it is recommended that the 9924 lock be used with an Artieq high secu-

rity door position sensor. An automatic door closer may also be used. 
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Electromechanical
Electromechanical products are designed for use in both adult and juvenile correction facilities in 

the following areas: inmate housing areas, entrances, corridors, safety vestibules, and 
administrative areas. 

Motorlock 9912M

The Motorlock 9912M provides for electric or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. 
It can be operated from a remote location or by key at the door. The lock utilizes a 120VAC 
motor. For additional security, it is recommended that the 9912M lock be used with an Airteq 
high security door position sensor. An automatic door closer may also be used. 

Surface Mounted Lock PocketMore

Easily replace old or broken minimum security locks and replace them with a medium/maxi-
mum security lock system. 

Motorlock 9724

The 9724 provides for electric or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be oper-
ated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9724 lock be used with an Aireq high security door position sensor. An automatic door 
closer may also be used. 

Motorlock 9624

The 9624 provides for electric or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be oper-
ated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9624 lock be used with an Aireq high security door position sensor. An automatic door 
closer may also be used. 

Motorlock 9524

The 9524 provides for electric or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be oper-
ated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9524 lock be used with an Aireq high security door position sensor.

Solenoid 9712

The 9712 provides for electric or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be oper-
ated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9712 lock be used with an Aireq high security door position sensor. An automatic door 
closer may also be used. 

Motorlock 9424

The Motorlock 9424 provides for electric or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It 
can be operated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is 
recommended that the Motorlock 9424 lock be used with an Aireq high security door position 
sensor. An automatic door closer may also be used. 
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Pneumatic
Pneumatic locks are designed for use by both juvenile and adult correction facilities in the 

following areas: inmate housing, entrances, corridors, safety vestibules, 
and administrative areas. 

Airlock 9700

The 9700 provides for pneumatic or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be op-

erated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9700 lock be used with an Airteq high security door position sensor. An automatic door 
sensor may be used. 

Airlock 9700P

The Airlock 9700P provides for pneumatic or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It 
can be operated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is 
recommended that the Airlock 9700P lock be used with an Airteq high security door position 
sensor. An automatic door sensor may be used. 

Airlock 9600

The 9600 provides for pneumatic or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be op-

erated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9600 lock be used with an Airteq high security door position sensor. An automatic door 
sensor may be used. 

Airlock 9500

The 9500 provides for pneumatic or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be op-

erated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9500 lock be used with an Airteq high security door position sensor. An automatic door 
sensor may be used. 

Airlock 9500 with Retrofit Lock Tube
The 9500 provides for electric or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be oper-
ated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9500 be used with an Airteq high security door position sensor. The 9500 provides a 

perfect solution for retrofit/modernization projects. 

Airlock 9400

The 9400 provides for pneumatic or manual locking/unlocking of swinging doors. It can be op-

erated from a remote location or by key at the door. For additional security, it is recommended 
that the 9400 lock be used with an Airteq high security door position sensor. An automatic door 
sensor may be used. 

Mogul Cylinder

This high security 6 pin tumbler mogul cylinder provides more key combinations than standard 
5 tumbler models. 
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Detention Hardware
Detention hardware products are quality-built to meet the demanding needs of the correctional 

marketplace. 

Prison Hinge 603

The Prison Hinge 603 can be used for many prison applications including access panels and 

weapon lockers. 

Food Pass Hinge with Stop 603FP

The Food Pass Hinge with Stop 603FP surface mounted hinge is used on food pass doors. The 
hinge is provided with a stop that restricts hinge rotations to 90 degrees, allowing the food 

pass door to act as a shelf. 

Institutional Mortise Hinge with Security Stud 604 FMCS

The Institutional Mortise Hinge with Security Stud 604 FMCS is made from investment cast 
304 stainless steel. The hinge is 4 ½” x 4 ½” x 3/16” thick, with a hospital top and mainte-

nance-free bearing assemblies. 

Prison Hinge 605

This heavy duty surface mounted Prison Hinge 605 is designed for use with the heaviest doors. 

Available with shortened leaf and/or holes (contact Airteq). 

Pull Handle 612

The Pull Handle 612 is cast in bronze with a clear coated satin finish of approximately US32D 
(US4 available).

 

Door Knob 613

The Door Knob 613 is machined from solid brass with a clear coated US32D Finish. 

Flush Pull 614

The Flush Pull 614 is cast in bronze with a clear coated satin finish of approximately US32D. 
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DPS 6200

The DPS 6200 is a high security mortised magnetic door position switch for door frame installa-

tion. 

Door Stop 650 & 651

The Door Stop 650 is designed for use with detention door hardware with up to a 2 ¼” projec-
tion. 651 Door Stop is also available – (2” dia, 1 ½” tall). 

Inmate Pushbutton 6300

The Inmate Pushbutton 6300 heavy duty switch assembly is designed specifically for the de-

tention environment. When enabled from a control station, it will allow inmate operation of cell 

door locks or perform as an inmate call button. 
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